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Yale researchers in any discipline now have a new, easy-to-use option for publication of research data.

As of October 1, Yale became an institutional member of Dryad, an open access, research data curation and publication platform. Yale University Library will fund and manage the membership as part of the library's broad support for data-intensive research.

Dryad curates and preserves the data, applying advanced metadata and regularly refreshing and migrating the data to updated versions of its platform. The repository is approved for low-risk data [1] in any discipline and fulfills government requirements for management of federally funded research data.

“Dryad accepts datasets in any discipline, but it’s a particularly critical option for researchers in areas that do not have established disciplinary data repositories,” said Jill Parchuck, associate university librarian for science, social science, and medicine. “Some Yale researchers have been using Dryad via individual paid deposits. Now, as institutional members, Yale researchers can deposit any number of datasets free of charge.”

Other features of the Dryad platform include:

- Support for datasets both as independent submissions and as part of journal submissions
- Ability to upload data from cloud storage or lab servers
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- Capacity for datasets as large as 300 gigabytes
- Indexing of all datasets by Web of Science [2], Scopus [3], and Google Dataset Search [4] for increased discoverability.

Dryad is committed to supporting the changing needs of research, allowing for datasets to be submitted and published at any point in the research process, providing full support for versioning, and fields for notes, methods and vocabularies.

Yale Library data librarians will provide instruction and consultations for Dryad users at Yale. For more information see Dryad's FAQ [5] page or email researchdata@yale.edu [6] with questions and recommendations about specific research needs.

Photo: Data Librarian Barbara Esty works with Statlab Consultant Kevin Anderson, a Ph.D. student in psychology, at the Center for Science and Social Science Information.
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